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Abstract 
Jouannaud, J.-P. and C. Marche, Termination and completion modulo associativity, commutativity 
and identity, Theoretical Computer Science 104 (1992) 29-51. 
Rewriting with associativity, commutativity and identity has been an open problem for a long 
time. In 1989, Baird, Peterson and Wilkerson introduced the notion of constrained rewriting, to 
avoid the problem of nontermination inherent to the use of identities. We build up on this idea 
in two ways: by giving a complete set of rules for completion module these axioms; by showing 
how to build appropriate orderings for proving termination of constrained rewriting modulo 
associativity, commutativity and identity. 
1. Introduction 
Equations are ubiquitous in mathematics and science. Among the most common 
equations are associativity, commutativity and identity (existence of a neutral 
element). Rewriting is an efficient way of reasoning with equations, introduced by 
Knuth and Bendix [ 121. During rewriting, equations are used in one direction chosen 
once and for all. Unfortunately, orientation alone is not a complete inference rule: 
given a set of equational axioms E, there may be equal terms (in the theory of the 
axioms) which cannot be rewritten to a same term once the axioms are oriented 
into rules. Knuth and Bendix showed how to recover completeness by adding another 
inference rule, called “critical pairs computation”, which adds new equational 
consequences by unifying left-hand sides of rules. A basic assumption of this 
technique is that rewriting terminates for any input term. In case of associativity 
and commutativity (hereafter denoted by AC), however, this assumption cannot be 
fulfilled. Peterson and Stickel (see also Lankford and Ballantyne [13]) have shown 
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how to solve this case by building associativity and commutativity in the rewriting 
process, as well as in the computation of critical pairs [15]. This has been further 
generalized to an arbitrary finitary theory E (i.e. any equation in the theory possesses 
a finite complete set of most general unifiers) whose congruence classes are finite 
[lo], excluding therefore the case of associativity, commutativity and identity 
(hereafter denoted by ACl). The latter theory is of keen interest for two reasons: 
the identity axiom comes along with associativity in most practical examples; for a 
given equation, associative-commutative unification yields in general many more 
most general solutions than ACI-unification, as shown by Biirkert [7]. 
Unfortunately, ACl-rewriting is nonterminating in most practical cases. For 
example, in the theory of abelian groups, we get the following infinite derivation 
(using the rule -(x +y) -$ (-x) + (-y) for computing the inverse of a sum): 
-0 =Ac, -(o+o) +(-0)+(-O) 
=*C, -(OfO)i(-0)+(-0)+(-0)+(-o) 
etc. 
Since this phenomenon is simply related to the existence of a subterm x + y in the 
left-hand side of a rule, which collapses when either x or y is instantiated to 0, it 
may happen quite often. A consequence is that ACl-rewrite orderings cannot really 
exist. Peterson, Wilkerson and Baird introduced “constrained” rewriting as a means 
to avoid nonterminating computations (see also [ll]). The basic idea is to forbid 
instantiating a variable by an identity in case this may lead to nontermination. We 
show in Section 2 how constrained rewriting allows to solve the problem of nontermi- 
nation. In particular, we show how to obtain an ordering for proving termination 
of constrained ACl-rewriting from an almost arbitrary AC-rewrite ordering. Section 
3 then describes a class of ACl-completion procedures by a set of nondeterministic 
inference rules, together with its correctness and completeness proof. The latter is 
based on the technique of “proof algebras”, originally introduced in [2], whose 
principle is to code the inference rules as rewrite rules on proofs. The completeness 
proof of ACl-completion, however, is not a trivial application of this technique, 
since one inference rule may yield several rewrite rules on proofs. This makes it 
doubtful that such a proof could be carried out without this powerful technique. 
Our notations and definitions are consistent with [9]. We assume them known. 
2. Constrained ACl-rewriting 
We start with a few elementary definitions. 
Definition 2.1. Let 9 = 2 u 4 u !_Z be a finite set of function symbols, where Z’ is 
the set of free symbols, 4 is the set of associative-commutative symbols, and % is 
the set of identities. Each 0 E dp is the identity of a + E &. This correspondence is 
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given by a one-to-one mapping zero : d + d$. We use + and * to denote two particular 
ACl-symbols with respective identities 0 and 1. 
An g-algebra is an ACl-algebra if it validates the set of AC1 equations: 
(x+y)+z=x+(y+z), 
V+E&, O=zero(+) x+y=y+x, 
x+0=x. 
Definition 2.2. In the following, we denote by sJ the normal form of s for the 
following canonical rewriting system: 
V+ E SQ, 0 = zero(+) 
i 
x+0+x, 
0+x+x. 
Definition 2.3. Two terms s and t are uniJiable modulo AC1 if there exists a 
substitution u such that SC =+,c, tu. We denote by CSlJ,c,(s, t) a complete set of 
ACl-unijiers (or a set of most general ACl-unifiers) of s and t, i.e.: 
ve E csuAC,(~, t) se =AC, te, 
va SW =AC, tfl =3 3eE csu,,.,(~, t) 3~’ (T =AC, 6~‘. 
The definition of unification is modified to obtain the definition of matching by 
requiring that one term only, say s, can be instantiated by (T. 
For any two terms s and t, CSIJAc,(s, t) is finite as a consequence of the 
combination method described in [6] and the elementary case (with 9 reduced to 
a set of constant symbols) described in [14]. 
The interesting property of ACl-unification is that in many cases, CSU,c,(s, t) 
is much smaller than CSU,c(s, t): for example, if x, u, v, w, t are variables, then 
x+x+x and u + u + w + t have a unique most general ACl-unifier while there are 
1,044,569 most general AC-unifiers [7]. Matching enjoys similar properties. We 
think that this property would make the ACl-completion faster than AC-completion. 
In [4], examples are given which confirm this hope. 
2.1. Constrained rewriting 
The idea of Baird, Peterson and Wilkerson is to forbid the instantiations of 
variables by zeros, when they cause termination problems. For example, the compu- 
tation of the inverse of a sum in abelian groups becomes: 
Definition 2.4. A constrained rule (for our purpose) is a triple written out as @ II--, r, 
where @ is a quantifier-free formula built up with the logical connectives A and v, 
from atoms of the form x # 0 where x E Y&2( 1) and 0 E R 
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Definition 2.5 (Satisjiability of a constraint). By @a satisjiable we mean that the 
formula @a holds when the symbol = is interpreted as =AC,. 
For instance, x * 0-t 0 does not satisfy x # 0. Notice that satisfiability of a 
constraint can be easily checked: since xu ZAC, 0 is equivalent to (xcr).J # 0 syntacti- 
cally, @a satisfiable if and only if @(ai) holds when = is interpreted as syntactic 
equality. 
Constrained rewriting checks whether an instance of the rule satisfies the con- 
straint. As usual, we have three different notions of rewriting, without equations, 
in the quotient algebra, or with extensions “a la Peterson-Stickel” [ 151. All of them 
are used in the completion process. We do not recall the corresponding notions for 
the AC-case (without constraints), which can be readily obtained from the definitions 
below by taking the constraints out and replacing AC1 by AC. 
Definition 2.6. s rewrites to t by @ 1 I+ r at position p (written out as s 5 r) if: 
p E 99’~~( s) and 3a substitution s.t. 
sip = la, t = s[ rulP and @rr satisfiable. 
Written out as s - 
@l/-r/AC1 
t, constrained rewriting module AC1 must satisfy: 
gs’, t’, p and u s.t. s =Acr s’, t =AC, t’ and s’ *Y t’. 
Written out as s ’ - t, constrained extended ACl-rewriting must satisfy: 
ACl\@ll+r 
p E 99’0ti(s) and 3a substitution s.t. 
sI~ =ACI la, t = s[ ra],, and @a satisfiable. 
Note: /ACl-rewriting actually rewrites ACl-equivalence classes, while ACl\- 
rewriting uses ACl-matching, hence applies a restricted form of =Acr between s 
and s[l~],. 
2.2. ACI-rewrite orderings 
Given a set R of rules, the nondeterministic computation of a normal form of a 
term requires that there are no infinite chains in the rewrite graph, a property called 
termination. Proving termination can be simply achieved by comparing for each rule 
I+ r E R its left-hand side 1 with its right-hand side r in some appropriate rewrite 
ordering. 
Definition 2.7. Given a set E of equational axioms, an E-rewrite ordering is a 
quasi-ordering aE satisfying the following properties (> E is the associated strict 
ordering,thatis,s>.t~~s~rt~t~s): 
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l E-compatibility: its associated equivalence is a congruence containing =E, i.e. 
l termination: there is no infinite descending sequence s, > E s2 >E s3 >E. . * ; 
l monotonicity : s > E t =2 u[ s] > E u[ t] for any context u[ .I; 
l closure under instantiation: s > E tdsu > E tu for any substitution V. 
Moreover, 2 E is called an E-simplijkation ordering in case it satisfies the subterm 
property, i.e. a term is greater than any of its subterms. In that case, termination is 
a consequence of the other properties [8]. 
To prove ACl-termination of a rewriting system R, we need a rewrite ordering 
compatible with ACl. Assume that such an ordering sACI compares stx and s, 
that is s+x >A(., s. Then (s+x)cr >A,-, su for any substitution (T. Taking u = {x ++= 0)
yields sg >AC, su since (s+x)a =++c, su, a contradiction since =AC, must be ter- 
minating. We show in the following that ACl-rewrite orderings need not be closed 
under arbitrary instantiations, but under those instantiations only allowed in con- 
strained ACl-rewriting. 
Let us consider the following constrained rule to avoid nontermination in the 
example of abelian groups: 
One question is whether we can check termination of this constrained rule by 
showing that the left-hand side is greater than the right-hand side in some rewrite 
ordering. In other words, we want an ordering closed by all substitutions cr which 
satisfy the above constraint, but not necessarily by the other substitutions. Another 
question is how to compute the constraint of a rule when the ordering is given. The 
answer to this second question is simple, already suggested by Baird, Peterson and 
Wilkerson: for each substitution u which assigns an identity to a variable, we must 
check whether the left-hand side is greater than the right-hand side in the ordering. 
If this is not the case, then the identity rule must have been applied to the instantiated 
left-hand side. This suggest that the ordering should satisfy the following property. 
Definition 2.8. 2 AC, is closed under nonzero instantiation if 
(PI s >ACI t and (sJ)(u&) = (su).l + su >AC, tu. 
Lemma 2.9. Assume that z+,~, satisfies (P). Then Vs, t, Va s.t. xu ZAC, 0 for every 
x and 0 
s >AC, t =3 su >AC, tu. 
Proof (by contradiction). (sJ)(uJ) # (s(r)& implies that u instantiates some variable 
to zero, because (sJ)(uJ) contains a redex x + 0 or 0+x. q 
We now assume known an ordering z,c, satisfying (P). Given this ordering, our 
goal is to compute a constraint which eliminates the nonterminating chains from 
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the graph of the rewrite relation. Given a finite set X of variables, let 
s~c,(X)={P=(x,++‘0 ,,..., Xk++Ok)lk~O,x ,,..., XkEX,O ,,..., OkE%} 
be the finite set of all possible instantiations of some variables in X by an arbitrary 
identity. Our goal is to compute for all pairs (I, r) a formula @ = @(I, r) satisfying 
(Q) Vp E S,,,(“Ir,%(l)) @p satisfiable =$J Ip >AC, rp. 
@ is actually any condition on p such that lp > AcI rp. It can of course be computed 
by checking all possible cases of instantiation of a variable by an identity. Before 
seeing how to compute an optimized @, we show the adequacy of this approach. 
Notations. Given a pair (Z, r) of terms, let &,(I, r) b e a logical formula satisfying 
(QL and 
O,,,(Z, r) = {p E S,,,( 7&r(/)) ( C,,,(l, r)p unsatisfiable}. 
Note that @,,,(I, r) is redundant as defined here. Only those substitutions which 
are maximal in the subsumption ordering are necessary. For example, if C,,,( f, r) = 
(x # 0) A (y Z 0) then the substitution {x ++ 0, y * 0) is not necessary, hence we can 
take OAC,(Z, r) = {{x +++ 0}, {y * 0)). 
The following theorem shows that the termination problem is solved provided an 
ordering satisfying (P) is given together with an algorithm computing a constraint 
satisfying (Q). 
Theorem 2.10. Let 1 and r be two terms and @ = C AC, (1, r). For an arbitrary substitution 
a, we have: 
- if @a satisjiable then la >ACI ru, and 
- if& unsatisfiable then 3p E OAc,(l, r), 3h s.t. w = ph. 
Proof. Write u as ph where p = crJx, X = {xl xu =AC.I 0,O E a>. 0 
We now give an algorithm for computing a formula satisfying (Q). Given an 
ACl-ordering aAC, satisfying (P), let 
~(4 r) = +(ZL r&) 
where I/J(Z, r) =if I P-*~-, r 
then A (x#Ov (o(Zo, ra)) 
(X,O)G I(I), cr={rHo) 
where Z(Z) = {(x,0) E 7&b(Z) x5Tliip, s 11, = x+s or s+x}, 
else False. 
Lemma 2.11. Let @ = cp(l, r), Then Vp E S,,,(%h(I)), if @p is satisfiable then 
lp ‘AC1 rp. 
Proof. First observe that we can assume that Z and r are in normal form: if the 
lemma is proved in that case, then it is true for arbitrary 1 and r since p( Z, r) = cp( 1&, rl) 
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implies that if @p is satisfiable, IJp >ACI r&p and by I =ACI 14, r =AC, r& and 
ACl-compatibility of >AC,, Zp > AC, rp. So let us assume that E = ZJ and r = r.J. We 
prove the lemma by induction on n = 1 ?Xa( /)I. 
If n = 0 then Z(Z) = 0, S,c,( ‘I&z(f)) = {id}, @ is True if I >AC, r and False other- 
wise, hence the result is trivial. 
If (Vaa( l)1 = n + 1 and the lemma is true until n: @p is satisfiable hence 1 >AC r and 
@ = *(I, r) = A (x # 0 v cp(lcr, ra)). 
(x,O)tl(l).<~=(s-o) 
Hence since @p satisfiable we have V(x, 0) E Z(Z), xp f 0 or cp(Z~, rv)p satisfiable. 
- If V(x, 0) E Z(Z), xp # 0 then there are no redexes 0+ . . . or . . . +0 in lp hence 
(Zp)J = lp. But 1 is in normal form and p too, because p E SAC,( ‘V@*(Z)) hence 
(lp)& = (lJ)(pl). But then I> r + Zp > rp by (P). 
- If 3(x, 0) E Z(Z) 1 xp = 0 then assume such a (x, 0) chosen and u = {x H 0). We 
have cp( ZU, ra)p satisfiable and xp = 0 hence p = {x - 0)~’ = up’ where p’ is 
defined by 
1 
xp’= x, 
yp’=yp ify#x. 
But then P’E SAcx(~~4~~)) because “Ira.t( la) = ?‘a,( Z)\(x). Since 
x e! cITab( cp( Zg, ra)) we have cp( la, ra)p = cp( la, rv)p’ satisfiable hence by induc- 
tion hypothesis (la)p’> (ra)p’ and since p = up’ we have fp > rp. 0 
We are left with the problem of finding an ordering satisfying (P). We show now 
that any AC-simplification ordering can be made into an ACl-ordering satisfying 
(P). For a particular AC-simplification ordering, we may choose the associative 
path ordering [3], or an ordering defined by polynomial interpretations [5]. 
Definition 2.12. Given an AC-simplification ordering zAC, let 
Note that we have always s aAC s& since applying an identity equation transforms 
a redex into one of its subterms. 
Proposition 2.13. z,,, is an ACI-quasi-ordering satisfying (P), whose strict part is 
terminating. Furthermore, ifall identities are minimal for aAC, then sACI is closed 
under context application. 
Proof. The monotonicity is based on the following technical lemma, which is a 
consequence of (P). 
Lemma 2.14. Let s be a term such that VOE 2 s #,(-, 0. Then (u[s],)J = (uJ)[sJ], 
where q E 9’~(uJ) depends upon u and p only (not on s). 
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Proof. This lemma is in fact a consequence of (P): we can write u[s]r as U[X],V 
where x & ?&r(u) and u = {x H s}. Since s is not an identity, we have by Lemma 
2.1 that (u[s],)J. = (u[x],v)& = (u[x],l)((~J) = (ul)[x],cr’ where (+‘= {x H s$} and 
q, defined by u[x],& = ul[x],, does not depend on s. Hence (u[s],)J = (uJ)[sJ],. q 
Using the lemma, since identities are minimal, we obtain that if s >*c, t then s 
is not an identity. Hence, (u[s],)J = (u$)[sJ], >*c (uJ)[tJ], since >*c is mono- 
tonic and s >AC, t =+ s& ‘AC ti. But (d)[tk], zAC ((d)[ti],>i = b[t]&, hence 
u[slp >AC, u[t], by definition of the ordering. This proves Proposition 2.13. 0 
We conclude this section with two remarks. 
l This result shows that (P) is the appropriate property replacing closure by 
instantiation. In the following, we assume that ACl-rewrite orderings satisfy (P) 
instead of the full closure by instantiation. 
l The last hypothesis that identities are minimal is quite natural, since other- 
wise the ACl-ordering cannot be well-founded: 0 >Acl s =AC, s+O >AC, s+ 
s =AC, s+s+O etc. 
3. ACl-completion 
As it is now customary, we describe the completion process by a set of inference 
rules which mimics the inference rules for AC-completion. The main difference is 
the computation of constraints when a rule is added, and the use of the constraints 
when rules or equations are reduced. The problem of soundness of the rules is then 
addressed before dealing with the most difficult part, completeness. 
3.1. Inference rules for ACl-completion 
In the following, > is an ACl-rewrite ordering, E is the set of equations, N is 
the set of nonprotected rules, P is the set of protected rules (i.e. the extensions), 
and R=NuP. 
Orient. 
Eu{l=r}; N; P k- Eu{lp=rplpE @+,,-,(I, r)}; Nu{@lZ+r}; P 
if I> r and Qi = CAC,(Z, r). 
Orient turns an equation into a rule, and computes its constraint. The “forbidden” 
instantiations of the equations are left as equations. 
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Extend. 
E; N; I’ t- E; N; Pu{!P’(gt3+dO[rO],} 
if @jl+rER,g=dEACl, 
q E X??~cl( d) with q # A, 
e E CSU,,,(dl,, I) and F = CAC,(ge, de[re],). 
Extend adds an extension as a protected rule, and computes the associated constraint. 
Actually, the same constraint could be kept in the AC1 case, but this form is more 
general. 
Deduce. 
E; N; P k E u {re = le[de],); N; P 
if @jl+rER,W[g+dER, 
q E %??~cl(l), 0 E CSU,,,(ZI,, g), and 
@8 and ?i% are satisfiable. 
Deduce adds ACI-critical pairs as new equations. 
Delete. 
Eu{l=r};N;P t- E;N;P ifI=,c-,r. 
Delete removes trivial equations. 
Compose rule. 
E; Nu{@lI+r};P F E; 
Nu{~‘lI~r’}u{~Pp(Ip~rpIpEOAC,(ge,de)and~psatisfiable};P 
ifVlg+ddR,r~ 
Tlg-d/AC1 
r’ and @’ = C,,,( /, r’). 
The compose rule reduces the right-hand side of rules, and recomputes the constraint. 
Here, it is important (for efficiency) to compute the new constraint which can 
improve over the previous one (it may be empty for example). 
Compose extension. 
E; N; Pu{@lZ-+r} t E; N; 
Pu{~‘~Z~r’}u{~Pp~Ip~rp~p~O,,,(gB,dB)and~~satisfiable} 
if ?P[g+dER,r & r’and @‘= CAc,(l, r’). 
Compose extension is similar to compose rule. 
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Simplify. 
Eu{l=r}; N;P t Eu{l’=r}u{Ip=rpIpEO,,,(ge,de)}; N; P 
H 
ifPIg+dERandl-1’. 
Tlg-d/AC1 
Simplify reduces equations as usual. 
Collapse. 
E; Nu{@lI+r};P ä Eu{l’=r}; 
N u {@p 1 lp + rp 1 p E OACl(gO, d0) and @p satisfiable}; P 
ifWIg+dER,l & 1’ and (5 r) + (se, do). 
Collapse reduces the left-hand side of constrained rules resulting in new (uncon- 
strained) equations. The ordering + used in the condition is (D, >),ex (in fact, any 
terminating ordering would do) where D is defined as follows: s D t iff [s&l >rm ItJ,l 
(IsI is the size of S, i.e. the cardinal of Pod(s)). If we assume that all rules are 
normalized, this is equivalent to IsI By (t( ( we can use also strict-subterm modulo 
AC, which is more or less the same as comparing the sizes). P is terminating. 
Lemma 3.1. Assume that the equation 1 = r is valid in E u R u AC1 for all @J I l+ r E R. 
Then 
E; N; P I- E’; N’; P’ j = EvRuACl - = E’vR’vACI, 
hencel=risvalidinE’uR’uACl forall@~l-+r~R’. 
Proof. =EURuACI G =E.VR’VACI is clear. =E.VR.UAcI c =EURUACI follows from the 
hypothesis. 0 
3.2. Correctness 
Definition 3.2. An ACl-completion algorithm is an algorithm which takes as input 
a set of equations E, and an ACl-rewrite ordering > and produces a (finite or 
infinite) sequence (E,; N,; P,,) where R,, = 0 and for all i, Ei; N,; Pi k R,+,; N,,,; 
P !+,. Let: 
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E, and R, are the set of persisting equations and the set of persisting rules, 
respectively. We say that the algorithm fails if E, is not empty, diverges if R, is 
infinite, and that it succeeds otherwise. 
Theorem 3.3 (Correctness). If completion does not fail, = E,,nAC, = = R,VAC,. 
This result follows from the previous lemma, but we must assume that the starting 
set of rules does not contain any constrained rule. This is true in practice since we 
usually start from an empty R,,. So, this method does not permit to handle fields 
theory, for which we would want to start with the constrained rule x # 01 x * x-’ + 1. 
3.3. Fairness and completeness 
Definition 3.4. A derivation E,,; NO; PO k E,; IV,; P, t . . . is fair if all persisting 
critical pairs and extensions are computed, i.e. 
CPA,.,(L) = i, Ei, ExtAc,(R,) c II, R. 
i=O i=O 
An ACl-completion algorithm is fair if all sequences that it produces are fair. 
Fairness is fundamental in completion procedures, it expresses completeness of 
the search strategy. In practice, we also like that the simplification rules are used 
as much as possible. This yields sets of rules which are inter-reduced, an important 
property as far as the uniqueness of the completion result is concerned. 
We will prove in Section 3.5 that as in AC-completion, extensions of extensions 
are redundant. This will prove that in the rule Extend it suffices to consisider 
@ ( I+ r E N, and the second condition for fairness can be transformed to 
Ex~,~~(N,)~ (j R,. 
1-o 
Theorem 3.5 (Completeness). Assume that the completion is fair and succeeds. Then, 
vs, t s = E&AC, t * 3l4, v s * 
* 
ACl\R, 
u=AC.,v+---t. 
ACI\R, 
The proof of this result is by the proof normalization method. Such a proof needs 
previously a formal definition of the ACl-proofs algebra. 
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Definition 3.6. (a) Elementary proofs are 
C.P 
s cACI+ t if g=dEACl, 
g=d 
SIP = go; 
t = s[da],. 
V.P 
s-t 
I=r 
if sip = la, 
t = S[ ralp. 
V,P 
s - t 
@Ii-r(,) 
if sjp = la, 
t = s[ rc7]p, 
@a satisfiable, 
x E {N, P} (rule status). 
U.P 
s - t if flp=la, 
@ll+r(,) 
s = t[ ra],, 
@a satisfiable, 
x E {N, P} (rule status). 
(b) ACl-proofs are sequences of elementary proofs: given two proofs P and Q, 
PQ is a proof if lust(P) =Jirst(Q) where lust and jrst are given by 
Jirst(s. . . t) = s and Zast( s . . . t) = t if s . . . f is an elementary proof, 
&t(PQ) =jirst(P) and Zast(PQ) = last(Q). 
(c) We will use the 
(“PI* 
S CACl-+ f 
if there is a sequence 
UI.Pl 
abbreviation 
s = so WAC,+ s, . . . Sk_, +.Ac,+ Sk = I 
gl=d, a=4 
with k>O and Vi, pizp. 
(d) A proof P is an E;R-proof if all equations (resp. rules) that appear in its 
elementary subproofs are in E (resp. R). 
3.3.1. Rewriting rules on proofs 
We now define a rewriting system that rewrites ACl-proofs. It is made of two 
kinds of rules. The first batch expresses properties of derivations: for example, 
rewriting at parallel redexes commutes. The second batch expresses the transforma- 
tions on proofs resulting from the application of an inference rule. Rewrite rules 
on proofs obtained by symmetry from another rule are skipped. 
We start with the rules of the algebra of derivations. These rules are usual, and 
derive from Jouannaud and Kirchner’s E-critical pairs lemma [lo]. They allow to 
rewrite “peaks” and “cliffs”. 
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Cliff elimination 1 (nonaverhp). 
Cliff elimination 2 (overlap under a variable). 
c..p caP4)* V.P4 
S CACI-+ t CACI-+ t’ - U 
g=d @I/++) 
(“pO’q’)* rr,PO’@ 
> 
+ 
CACTI+ - Sf 
@I/+?\) 0’t P’ 
C”.P “, PO4 ’ (“poq’)* * 
CACI+ U’ c-- CACI-+ U 
g=d Qsll-r(x) > OE P\(P’l 
where q +Z SV’m( d), q # A, q = p’q’ with d Jp. = x E X, 
P={o~%cl(d)~d~,=x},P’={o’~9’o&)~gJ,.=x}, 
ify#x,ycr’=ycr. 
Peak elimination 1 (nonoverlap). 
Peak elimination 2 (variable overlap). 
U.P (*PSI* C.P9 
S t--- t CACI+ t’ - U 
@l/-r%) ‘flg-tdc,) 
( 
(apO’q’)* “*Po’q’ 
j S CACI-+ - 
*lg-43, > 
* 
S’ 
O’E P’ 
C’.P 
( 
n, POY’ (“pOq’)* * 
- u’ c-- CACI-+ 
> 
U 
*ll-rr(x) pk-4,) OE P\iP’) 
if q E .R~‘ocI( I), q = p’q’ with II,. = x E X, 
P={oE90b(l))I(,=x}, P’={o’E~m(r)~r(,~=x}, 
ifyfx,ya’=ya. 
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We now continue with the rules associated to the inferences performed on 
equations and rules. 
Orient 1. 
if @ = CAC,( 1, r) and @u satisfiable. 
Orient 2. 
if @ = CAC,(I, r) and 
@cr unsatisfiable, hence 3p E O,,,( I, r), 3h 1 (T = ph. 
(We need two rules here because the substitution u may or may not satisfy 0.) 
Extend. 
if qES?c.cr(d)withqfRand 
dJ,a = AC, Za,hence30~ CSU,,,(d(,, I)Iu =AC, &T’. 
(We may use the same u in the left proof without loss of generality, since we can 
always assume that d and I have no variable in common.) 
Deduce. 
if q E RPm( 1) and Il,a =AC, gu, hence 
3e E Cs&,,,(rl,, g) 1 CT =ACI Oa’. 
Delete. 
fl.P (aPI* 
s - t 3 s +ACI+ t if 1 =AC, r. 
,=r 
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Compose 1. 
9 
if r - r’ and PO, satisfiable. 
Pig-d<,,lACI 
Compose 2. 
9 
ifr - r’and 
(We again have two cases here, depending on whether f3u satisfies @ or not. If 
it does, then the right-hand side of the rule 1 -+r is simplified, otherwise, the rule 
%%r unsatisfiable, hence 3p E @ACI(gt?, d6)) u = ph 
(because !Pf3 satisfiable). 
itself is instantiated by p.) 
4 
if I - l’and ?POo satisfiable. 
*lg-d,, ,/Acl 
Simplify 2. 
Y 
if 1 ------+ I’and 
-J’Ig-d<,)lAc1 
Feg unsatisfiable, hence 3p E @AC[(g& df9) 1 v = ph 
(because 9% satisfiable). 
(The situation here is very similar to the previous one.) 
Collapse 1. 
if I - I’, (/, r) S- (go, do) and PBa satisfiable. 
*Ia-d,,,lACl 
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Collapse 2. 
4 
if I - I’, (I, r) P (go, d0) and 
Fig-rd<,)/ACl 
TOa unsatisfiable, hence 3p E @ACL(& de) 1 CT = pi 
(because 90 satisfiable). 
3.3.2. Correctness of the rewriting system on proofs 
We show here that each rewrite rule on proofs is valid, i.e. transforms an existing 
proof into a new proof using the inferred rules or equations. This part of the proof 
is very tedious, but helps in understanding some critical points in the rules, like the 
use of certain ACl-equalities. We give here only the proof of correctness of Extend. 
We have the hypothesis 
SIP = P, t = s[da],, tlpq =ACl la, 
u = t[r~l,,, @u satisfiable, 9 E ~~~~(S)\{N, 
dl$ =ACl 10 and u =AC, Oa’. 
Expected conclusions: 
(1) sip =ACl wd 
(2) u’= s[dO[re],u’],, 
(3) ?Pu’ satisfiable, 
(4) dp =ACl Uip and (5) u = u’[ujp],,. 
(2) We take this as definition of u’. 
(3) @U satisfiable so lab- ru. Then (ge)d =AC, (de)d =AC1 de[ze],d =ACI 
dw[ b], ) du[ rc]q =ACI de[ re]q u’, so tY,’ is satisfiable by definition of Iv. 
(4) 24’lp = de[ t-e], (T’ = &d[ red], =AC1 du[ru’], = tl,[ru], = ulp. 
(5) Clear. 
3.3.3. Termination of the rewrite systems on proofs 
(a) We first define an ordering on proofs as follows (this is a variant of the general 
method described in [l]): 
(i) We first define the notion of boundedness of an ACl-step in a proof: in a 
prooft,Ht,H*. . H t,, an ACl-step ti_, t-AC+-I ti is said to be bound on the right 
(resp. left) if 3j> i (resp. j < i - 1) such that the subproof ti_, H . * . H tJ (resp. 
t,H.- - H ti) is an ACl-extended rewrite proof 
(=P)* U,P V,P cap)* 
ti-l CACI+ $_, ___$ tJ @II-r 
resp tJ c-- ?;+1 C-AC’~ ti . 
@II-r > 
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(ii) The complexity C(P) of a proof P = to H . * * H t, is the multiset of elemen- 
tary complexities {C,(t, H t,), . . . , Cp(t,_, H t,)} where C, is a quintuple defined 
as follows: 
cP ti-l ( e ti > = ({ ti-,, tJ, I, I, I, I Clra40 u V%r)l), 
where I is a minimum element, bp = 0 (resp. 1, 2) if t,-, H t, is bound on the left 
and on the right (resp. on the left or on the right, neither on the left nor on the 
right). One can verify that the complexity of symmetric proofs are identical. Two 
elementary complexities are compared in the lexicographic extension of the orderings 
> ,,,,,, for the first component, D for the second, >N for the third, the fourth and 
the last, > for the fifth. 
(iii) Proofs are compared in the multiset extension > p of the above ordering, i.e.: 
>P = {Omu,, D, >N, 2, bJ,exlmu,. 
This ordering is terminating, since it is built up from terminating orderings with the 
functionals lex and mu1 which preserve terminating orderings. Because of the 
presence of bp this ordering is not monotonic. 
(b) We are left with the proof that each rule P + Q satisfies R[P] >p R[Q] 
where R is any context. This is again a bit tedious, we do it here for the only two 
rules Extend, Collapse 1 and Cliff Elimination 2: 
Extend. If x = N then it is straightforward. 
If x = P: q # A so the first ACl-step is not bounded on the right, hence 
‘7. P ( ‘/xl* 
C R s 
([ 
(7. PY 
+A(‘,-+ t CACI+ t’ - U 
x=d @l/-r,,, I> 
={. .; ({s},1,2(1), . . .);. . .} 
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and 
([ 
cap)* O'.P (=pY 
c R s CACI+ s’ - u’ CACI+ u 
%?~+dNr~l,(P) I) = 1 . . .; ({s}, I, l(O), . . .)*({s’}, I, I,. . .); ({u}, . . .>*; . . .}. 
We conclude here by s =*o, t =AC, s’, 2 >N 1 (1 >N 0) and s =ACI s’> u’ =AC1 U. 
Collapse 1. In this case, we must take care of the context because the rewrite proof 
which is collapsed can participate to the boundedness of some ACl-steps in the 
context. Fortunately, we allow to collapse only nonprotected rules: 
([ C.P C R s - t I) ={...;({s},~u,L, ra, I); ..}. @l~-r(NI 
If x = N then 
([ 
(sP)* om. P4 ff.P 
c R .y CACI+ s’ - U M t 
‘+%+d(,) I’=r I) 
= . . { .; (is), -L. . .)*, ({s’}, geu, I, &a, I),({& t}, . . .);. . .}. 
We conclude here as follows: I D I, (I, r) S- (go, do) (because II q =ACI go), and 
s > u and s > t. Hence {s} >,,,,,, {u, t}, and ({s}, Iu, I, KY, I) is bigger than all com- 
plexities of the ACl-steps of R. If x = P then it is straightforward (replace gea by I). 
Remark: The other rules where this phenomenon can happen are Compose 1, 
Compose 2 and Collapse 2 but in these cases, the complexity of the context remains 
the same, because in these rules, the rewrite step is replaced by another rewrite step 
at the same position. 
Cliff Elimination 2. We have at least one rewrite step at the left of the right-hand 
side proof, so it can be written as: 
(“po’q”)* 
s G---A&--+ S; 
U.P$9” c,.p 
- S,*.-.&,=S’ C-AC,+ U’=Uk-..Uo=U 
@ll+r(,l g=d 
If x = N (note that q # A) then 
c ([ U.P 
(=P4)* v. P9 
R s CACI-_, t CACI--+ t’ - U 
g=d @ll+r(,) I) 
={. . .; ({s}, I, 2(l), . . .>;. . .; (It), lff, I, ru, 1);. . .I 
and 
(“po’q”)* ~.P$Y” U.P 
c s CACI-9 s; - sl.. . s, = s’ CACI-9 u’ = Uk * . . U. = U 
@ll-rlx, g=d I> 
= { . . .; ({S}, I, l(O), . . .)*; ({S;}, la, I, ru, I); ({S,}, . . *)Tsisn; 
({S’}, . . .); (I”jl,. . .)gG,sk;. . .I 
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We conclude here by ({t}, la, I, rcr, 1) = ({si}, la, I, ru, I), 2 >N 1 (1 >N 0) and s z si 
(ial), s>s’, s>u,. 
If x = P then 
V.P (“Pq)* 
c ([ u. P4 R .q CACI+ t CACI-3 t’ ___, u g=d @I/+?,, I) 
= { . ({sl, L 2(l), . . .);. . .I . . .) 
and 
(“pO;q”)* 
c ([ R s tATI--, s; ~.Po;q” U.P - s, ’ . . .y, = s’ - w-q,) g=d U”&. . . q)=u I) 
We conclude here by 2 >N 1 (0), (1 >N 0), 2 (1) >N J_ and s > Si (i 2 2), s >- s’, s > Uj. 
3.3.4. Completeness proof 
The rewrite system + schematizes a class of rewrite systems =J,;, (for all E;R 
P =3,,, Q if P, Q are E; R-proofs and Pa Q). We can now prove our completeness 
result as follows: let 
Si = b Ej and 9; = 6 R,. 
j=O j=O 
The sequence of inferences from E,; R. can be reflected on proofs in the sense that 
an E,; R,-proof is rewritten by J~,,;~, yielding an E,; R,-proof, which is also an 
%,;.9ZI-proof and can be in turn rewritten by J,,;,~, etc.. . . If P is a %‘i;%,-proof, 
let Pi, denote a normal form of P for jy,;&,, which is also an ‘8,,;9?,-proof. 
Lemma 3.7. PJ, i is actually an E,; Ri-prooJ: 
Assume now that s =E,,vAC, t. Then there exists an Eo;Ro-proof P such that 
s =Jirst( P) and t = last(P). The sequence of inferences performed by completion 
can be reflected in a sequence of proofs 
PO = PLO =; P, = PoJ, ; P2 = P,J* ; . . * . 
Since 3 is terminating, this sequence is stationary, hence there exists a natural 
number n such that 
P” = P,+, = P,+z = ’ * . . 
Since P,, is an Ek;R,-proof for all k 3 n by application of the lemma, it is also an 
E,;R,-proof. Since completion does not fail, E, is empty, hence P, contains only 
rewrites and ACl-equational steps. Since it is in normal form for +,H;8n, the only 
possible cliffs and peaks in P, are critical ones. Because of fairness, such peaks and 
cliffs must have been computed, either at some previous step j < n, but then P,, 
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would not be in normal form for =9ir,z;un,, , a contradiction, or at some further step 
j > n, but then P,, would not be in normal form for +%,;*, , another contradiction. 
Hence, P,, has the form 
* * 
s B u =*I-, v - t. q 
ACl\R, ACl\R, 
3.4. Remarks 
In practice, extended rewriting is used instead of rewriting modulo. Actually, 
implementations use flattened terms, which gives a mixture of both relations. 
Collapse can be improved in order to get a set of rules R, which is “more” 
inter-reduced: if extensions of the collapsed rule I * r have already been calculated, 
they can be removed. This preserves correctness since extensions are equational 
consequences of the rule and the theory ACl, and it preserves completeness 
because a rewrite proof with an extension can be transformed to a proof using 
ACl-steps and an equational step I’= r, and a rewrite step with g+ d. It means 
that in an implementation, extensions of a rule must be linked to the rule in some 
way (labeling, numbering,. . .). 
An example of a fair completion procedure is described in [lo]. 
_.5. Redundancy of extensions of extensions 
Lemma 3.8. The only extensions needed are extensions of rules of the form @ 11, + I2 + r, 
which are extended in @ 1 (x + I,) + I, +x+r and @Il,+(Z,+x)+r+x (x~~clr,~(l)). 
Proof. The axiom g = d used to calculate an extension must possess a ground 
position q # A. As in the AC case, in the ACl-theory only the associativity x+ 
(y + z) = (x + y) + z can be used. All critical cliffs have the form (or the similar form 
with (x+y)+z=x+(y+z)): 
U.P 
S VACI- t 
x+(y+z)=(x+y)+z 
Then we have 
s = W[SI + (s,+ Sdlp, 
u = w[rcr+s&. 
Three cases can arise here: 
U.P.1 
- u. 
@II-r 
t = W[(Sl + 4 + %I/?, s, + s2 =AC, la and 
l s, =AC,0.Thenlu=AC,s,+s2= AC, s2. The critical cliff commutes without adding 
any extension in that way: 
s = wrs1+ (s*+ dip 
(z=p.2.1)’ 
cap)* 
+-ACI+ w[ ru + sj],, = u. 
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l s2 =AC, 0. Then la =*c, s, +s, = *c, s,. The critical cliff commutes without adding 
any extension in that way: 
s = W[SI + (s2+ s3)lp 
(“p.2)* 
+ACl+ w[ ru -t s,],, = u. 
l Else, the identity cannot be applied at the top in the proof of s, + s, =AC, kr, so 
I= 1, + 12. The cliff can be extended now as: 
s = 4% + (s*+ s3)lp 
(ZP)’ C*P 
C-ACI--$ W[ k7 + S31p l w[ru+s& = u. 
@//,+(/2+fx)+r+x 
Notice that extensions have the same constraint as the rule, because if (I, + 12)rr > ru 
then ((x+I,)+12)u>(x+r)u even if xu =ACI 0. q 
Corollary 3.9. Extensions of extensions are redundant. 
Proof. Suppose we have a critical cliff where the rule is an extension, for example 
Q, ( (x + I,) + 1, +x + r (the other case is similar): 
U,P U.P.2 
S -ACI- t > u. 
(x+y)+z=x+(y+z) @~(x+/,)+l,-xtr 
Then 
4, = (Sl + s2) + s3, 4, = s1+ (s* + s3), 
4 P.2 =*r-1 (xu+l,u)+l*u, ulp = s, + (xu+ ru). 
But then s,+s, =AC, (xu+l,u)+12u, so (s,+s,)+s3 =ACI ((s,+xu)+l,u)+12u, so 
the critical cliff commutes in: 
(“PI* 
S= w[(sI+s~)+s~]~ *AC’+ W[((SI+XU)~SZ)+SXI~ 
L+.P 
-ACI- w[~~+(xu+ru)]~=u. 0 
(x+v)+z=x+( Y+z) 
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Now the inference rule Extend can be replaced by 
E; N; P k E; N; Pu{@~(x+l,)+Z,+x+r, @IZ,+(I,+x)+r+x) 
if @ ( 1, + I, -+ r E N and x e V&X( I, + 12). 
The rewriting rule Extend on proofs can be replaced then by the rules of the 
previous lemma and corollary. One can check that these new rules also decrease 
the complexity (in the lemma, rules are nonprotected, and in the corollary they are 
protected). 
4. Conclusion 
Based on Baird, Peterson and Wilkerson’s idea of constrained rewriting, we have 
given a complete set of rules for ACl-completion together with its correctness and 
completeness proofs. Moreover, we have shown how to construct rewrite orderings 
for checking termination of constrained ACl-rewriting. One may ask whether the 
techniques described here extend to other similar cases, for example to ACI-rewriting 
(I = idempotency). The answer is negative: in ACI-rewriting, not only the substitu- 
tions but also contexts must be constrained, a much harder task. 
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